TO BRING ANIMAL LIBERATION, ACTIVISM, AND AWARENESS TO THE PLACE IT IS NEEDED MOST: IOWA, THE EPICENTER OF MODERN ANIMAL AGRICULTURE.
We need your help! In just three short years Iowa Farm Sanctuary has reached and exceeded its capacity (we are now needing to expand). From Jan 1- May 30 we turned away aprox. 150 farm animals whose next option was slaughter. Iowa Farm Sanctuary is Infiltrating the Epicenter of modern animal agriculture via rescues, education, and activism, but... we can’t do it without you!

**RESCUE**

Partnering with the Iowa DOT and EMA, Iowa Farm Sanctuary will be the first call when a disaster strikes that involves farm animals. Our certified team of large animal rescuers will be the boots on the ground for small scale disasters, including freeway accidents involving farm animals, to massive natural disasters such as tornadoes or flooding.

**EDUCATION**

With proper funding, Iowa Farm Sanctuary will open the doors to an education center like no other in Iowa; one that sheds light on some of the “standard practices” found within Iowa’s modern factory farms.

**ACTIVISM**

Iowa Farm Sanctuary is bringing activism to the place it’s needed most: IOWA, of course! Being the epicenter of modern animal agriculture means we’ve got the most work to do. We will work towards bringing an animal rights conference, march for animals, and street activism to Iowa all while challenging the laws that keep us fighting!